
Newsletter #4

Welcome to the latest edition of my irregular updates newsletter and thank you for 

your continued interest and support. More features this time about my latest 

additions, items I'd like, auctions and other interesting sites. As ever, clicking on 

the picture or highlighted text in each item below will take you to a more detailed 

site, either mine or the relevant one. 

Also, if you know of anyone else who might be interested in receiving this 

newsletter please ask them to get in touch with me via the site or perhaps YOU 

could provide me with their email address.

New section added

I have added yet another section to my 

website, one that - if a little morbid - I feel 

does warrant inclusion and will probably be of 

interest to older visitors to the site. I have 

hunted out as many Town players as I can find 

who have passed away and have also added 

pictures sourced from my collection to 

accompany an individual's details. If you can 

think of any that I might have missed, please drop me a line and I'll add them in.

Another highlight from my website

Now these really are bizarre! In 2007 I 

visited Prague and found that all the 'tat' 

shops filled with cheap gifts for visitors also 

included these 'Matryoshka' dolls for almost 

every football club that you could possibly 

name both in England and on the continent. 

How could I resist? Painted in the club's 

colours, complete with crest and numbers 

and names on the back, the five Town players included - in descending order of 

size - are Gary Taylor-Fletcher, Andy Booth, Luke Beckett, Simon Collins and Danny 

Schofield. 

One man's highlight is another man's lowlight ...



Another site that you might like ...

Further down in this newsletter 

you'll find that I have recently 

collected yet another press 

photograph; these are often found 

at card fairs but more often in 

auctions. However, if you're 

interested in hunting down 

photographs of your favourite team 

you could do worse than visit Pete's Picture Palace where you will find a veritable 

cornucopia of photos, many dating back well into the 1920s and even before. The 

menu system is very easy to navigate and you'll soon find yourself filling your 

basket with goodies. I have bought several from Pete - a Crystal Palace fan, but we 

won't hold that against him! - and, indeed, I have also helped him to identify many 

of the Town players featured on his items. Take a look now and see what's there - 

you'll be hooked!

Auction Watch

If I notice any really interesting auction items related to Town I'll try to bring them 

to your attention here and, if you're lucky, there will still be time to bid on some of 

the lots. Beware, though, as there are Buyer's Premiums and bidding-through-

internet fees to be applied to all of the lots featured here, not to mention 20% VAT 

and postage if required!

The auction houses have been very quiet over the past few 

weeks with nothing of great note having passed under the 

hammer. Yes, there have been a few programmes from the 

1930s and the odd FA Cup Final programme featuring Town 

too, but these are nothing out of the ordinary and don't 

really merit a mention here. One of the more interesting 

programmes to come to auction is the 1957 game at 

Charlton, the infamous 7-6 match. This comes under the 

hammer at the Sportingold Auction of 21st October with an 

estimate of £20-£25. Described as "generally good with 

slight staple rusting", we'll see what it fetches ...

Mark Hughesdon flagged up three beer 

bottle labels which will appear at Loddon 

Auctions on 19th/20th October 2016. First 

up was a small 'TOWN ROYAL' label; a 

large 'TOWN BITTER'; a large 'TOWN 

MILD'. All three had estimated values of 

£40-£80 which amazed me! These really are quite rare but are they worth the 

estimates? Again, we'll see what they fetch when the time comes ...



I wish that I owned this ...

Here is yet another card that has escaped my clutches! I've 

only ever seen it once and that was on eBay about two 

years ago. It's from the 1925 BARRATT & CO. LTD.

'Cricketers, Footballers and Football Teams' set and is a 

very, very rare card as indeed are ALL of the cards in this 

set. The story behind my glimpse of it goes as follows ... 

The card appeared one Sunday in a 7-day auction at 99p, 

rising to about £7 heading into the last few minutes of the 

auction. With eight seconds to go I bid a rather stupid £61, 

feeling that a bid such as that would be guaranteed to win 

me the card with plenty to spare. My bid raised the asking 

price to just over £16 and I was the winning bidder ... for 

about seven seconds ... then, right on the button, last second, a further bid came 

in and gazumped me, raising the final price to £63! Somebody else out there 

wanted the card even more desperately than I did! I've never seen the card since, 

either in auctions or at card fairs, so I guess that this one has now vanished into the 

mists of time.

Latest acquisitions

Here we go with the latest items that I've been able to add to my collection. Not 

always cards, I also pick up a few odds and ends, here and there!

I was fortunate enough to happen upon this press 

photograph of Denis Atkins within a couple of days of 

his death. It's an old picture from 1963 and shows him 

in the 'away' shirt of that period. There are millions of 

press photographs out there and I know that many 

people do collect them; I have over a hundred but I no 

longer collect them as they are just so proliferous 

although I do try to get one of each player at some 

point in his career, hence the purchase of this Atkins 

one.

Two more new cards have surfaced from 

the prolific JF Sporting Collectibles of 

Leicestershire. This time John Battye and 

goal-scoring sensation Dave Hickson have 

made it into series 19 of 'Footballers 

1950s'. Each card features career details 

on the reverse, Greater detail and ordering 

information can be seen by clicking on the 

picture at right.



Town produced yet another free 'clapper' for the home 

game against Rotherham on Tuesday, 27th September - 

anything to improve the atmosphere! These were 

attached to the underside of every chair and were 

especially popular with kids - and collectors! This time, 

instead of the usual crest and simple stripes design we 

were treated to a cream and blue cartoon of coach 

David Wagner and four of his new recruits. For a clearer 

view of this and the names of the four players included simply click on the picture.

Here's a set of 27 different cards featuring 25 

players, coach David Wagner and the club crest 

which were produced by NIKOLAITRADINGCARDS

for the ridiculously low price of £7.79 (working 

out at just under 30p per card). They have a 

gloss finish and are produced on standard 

photographic card which means that they are actually very flimsy. They are the 

size of the modern Match Attax cards and, if I'm being honest, the quality is 

somewhat dubious with more than one - including the crest card - enlarged beyond 

its original size, thereby incurring a certain amount of pixilation. For a better view 

of the individual cards and details of how to order, please click on the picture.

As ever, it would be remiss of me not to mention this 

section of the website, just in case I happen to have 

the one thing that you've been looking for. Currently I 

have one or two cards, a calendar and a raft of 1973-

74 programmes for sale. There are also a few fixture 

cards from recent years which I know that many of you 

out there collect; they're not really all that rare, but 

you just try finding one nowadays! 

I'll add to this section as and when more items drop 

into my lap.



And, with Christmas edging ever closer, I suppose now 

would be a good time to plug my book as "the ultimate 

stocking-filler!" We all know that it's NOT, but as I now 

knock them out at £4.75 (p&p included) it still 

represents good value. Having said that, I strongly 

suspect that all recipients of this newsletter already 

own a copy so I'm almost certainly preaching to the 

converted. However, you might just be looking for 

something for that other Town fan that you know who 

may not own a copy. Anyway, you can pick up one up - 

or several if you like as the postage is still only £1.75 

no matter how many you buy! - by simply clicking on 

the book cover at right which will take you to my site.

Thanks for taking the time to read this and I hope that it has encouraged you to 

have a look at my site and find something of interest. I should also point out that 

there is a GUESTBOOK on there and if you haven't yet signed it, please do; you'll 

join various luminaries such as Reece Dinsdale and the descendants of Town players 

of old. And remember - if you have anything that you think I might be interested in, 

please get in touch; we might be able to strike a deal!
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